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Tasks for you as you listen to this talk:

• Identify something about your work, or how 
you came to do the work you do, which 
would make someone want to learn more.

• As I touch upon different channels of 
communication, identify the ones most 
suited for telling your story.

• For the finale, I will ask volunteers to share 
what they came up so we can analyze and 
discuss the choices. 



Your Stories

Most engaging stories have this same 
simple WOW* structure:

• A protagonist Wants something.

• The protagonist must overcome 
Obstacles to get what he/she wants.  

• The protagonist Wins or loses.

*A concept derived form children’s book writer Mary Amato. 



① The scientific way of  asking and 
answering questions has led to an 
illuminating and empowering 
story about how nature works.

② The science story evolves as a 
series of provisional truths based 
on the evidence in hand and 
current theoretical frameworks.

③ This story is packed with drama. 

④ People love great stories and you 
have some to tell. 

⑤ Science and technology have 
become more important in 
decision-making

Science is the greatest story that can be told.



Don’t forget this reason for sharing 
stories about scientific inquiry:

One of the greatest gifts scientists
give to humanity are invitations to 
experience awe by revealing how 
the universe works, from its smallest
to largest scales. 



Science Public

The Cheerleader Era

Journalist

Yeah 
science!!!

And now for a brief history of science journalism…



Science (and 
technology)

Public

The Watchdog Era (1960s) 

Journalist

Who are the stakeholders? 
Who is paying for the 

research? Who is gaining 
and who is getting hurt?

Examples: DDT and 
military-industrial complex. 



Science

Public

The Public Relations Era (1980s)

Journalist 
as 

gatekeeperIndustry

PR

Politics



Science

Public

The Internet Era: Deconstruction

Journalism: the 
great 

deconstruction. 
Who are the 
gatekeepers? Industry

PR

Politics



Science
Public

The Internet Era: Reconstruction?

Journalism: the 
great 

reconstruction?Industry

PR

Politics



Journalists have become one voice among many in an enlarging crowd…



Who consumes science news?





A would-be scientist 
defects from the lab 
bench and morphs into
a science writer and later 
into a champion of the 
notion that science 
communication can 
unfold anywhere 





Data is beautiful, even awe inspiring 



This is about 
where the 
double beheading 
comes in… 





The scientific story is rife with high human adventure



Master teacher Holly 
Stocking shows me 
how to combine a love 
of science and a love 
for words into a 
profession that is all 
about telling great and 
important stories to a 
general audience. 



The reach began locally….



…then extended to a national reach…



…then beyond the scientific choir….



…beyond articles…



...beyond print…



The Internet foists historic
change into the world of 
journalism…



Why not diversify the channels 
of communication even more?



Science in literature…fiction and nonfiction



Podcast and Videos

https://youtu.be/9SMSgaRe8zQ

Science in podcasts

https://youtu.be/9SMSgaRe8zQ






Science and technology in the movies….



Science on TV



Nana Bagdavadze

The Science-Art Connection



Teach an artist—in this 
case Michael Oliveri of 
the University of 
Georgia—how to use a 
scanning electron 
microscope and this 
might happen. 

The Science-Art Connection



Jean Paul Hebert
A founder of the Algorists in 1995

Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

The Science-Art Connection





The Science-Comedy-Storytelling Connection

Story Collider





Roald Hoffman tells science stories by way of poetry…in a 
gargantuan expo hall during a scientific meeting in 2007



…and theater

Michael Frayn’s Copenhagen



A Matter of Origins: Liz Lerman tells science and technology stories in a live format



A Matter of Origins, Act II: “provocateurs” leads discussion around banquet tables





Wednesday, September 19, 2012
6:30  - 8:30 pm

Busboys and Poets, 5th and K St., NW, Washington, DC
www.busboysandpoets.com/about_5th.php

For info, contact Ivan Amato: DCScienceCafe@dcswa.org

A DC Science Café Event

Versed in Science: An Evening of  Poetry 

This, the twelfth of an ongoing series of DC 
Science Café events, is brought to you with 

support from DC Science Writers Association 
and encouragement from Busboys and Poets. 

Donations are welcome. 

Science and technology are behind many of  our time’s great ongoing 

narratives and so these categories of  human endeavor offer rich fodder for 

the analytic and synthetic powers of  poetry. Join us to hear the work of  two 

featured poets, Myra Sklarew and Michael Salcman, and several other local 

poets. Myra Sklarew studied biology at Tufts University, bacterial genetics 

and viruses at Cold Spring Harbor Biological Laboratory and frontal lobe 

function and memory in Rhesus monkeys at Yale’s School of  Medicine. 

Former president of  the artist community Yaddo and professor emerita of  

literature at American University where she began teaching in 1970, Sklarew 

is the author of  three chapbooks and seven poetry collections. Michael 

Salcman, a neurosurgeon, studied liberal arts and medicine in the combined 

six-year program at Boston University, neurophysiology of  vision and 

motor function at the National Institutes of  Health, and neurosurgery at 

Columbia University's Neurological Institute. He has served in the past as 

chairman of  neurosurgery at the University of  Maryland and president of  

Baltimore’s Contemporary Museum. Salcman has written six books of  

poetry and a forthcoming anthology of  poems about doctors and diseases. 

http://www.busboysandpoets.com/about_5th.php




Maps prepared by sciencecafes.org

The Science Café Landscape



And now for your stories…

Most engaging stories have this same 
simple WOW* structure:

• A protagonist Wants something.

• The protagonist must overcome 
Obstacles to get what he/she wants.  

• The protagonist Wins or loses.

*A concept derived form children’s book author Mary Amato. 
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